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In this paper it is proven that one endmarker can be eliminated 
from a stack acceptor without affecting recognition power. It  is also 
noted that both endmarkers can be eliminated from deterministic 
linear bounded acceptors. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the principal areas of activity of current automata theory is 
the study of various models of acceptors. These devices all have a fimte 
set of (control) states, some form of auxiliary storage, and a finite set of 
input symbols. Words  ( = sequences of symbols) over the input alphabet 
are fed into the acceptor and, based on a designated phenomenon of the 
device, some words are "accepted." There are many cases in which the 
inputs are allowed to have special end_markers. The  inclusion of end- 
markers simplifies some constructions, but complicates others. For many 
types of acceptors, it has been shown that endmarkers can be eliminated. 
(This kind of result is desirable since it permits the inclusion of end- 
markers when useful, and their absence otherwise.) For one-way ac- 
ceptors, endmarkers can be eliminated from finite state acceptors 
(Shepherdson, 1959), deterministic pushdown accepters (Ginsburg and 
Greibach, 1966), pushdown aeceptors (Ginsburg, 1966), one-way de- 
terministic stack acceptors (I-Iopcroft and Ullman, to appear), one-way 
stack acceptors (Ginsburg et al., 1967b), and one-way nondeterministic 
l ist -storage acceptors (Ginsburg and Harr ison,  to appear ) .  For  two-way 
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acceptors (where endmarkers appear more necessary), endmarkers can 
be omitted in two-way finite state acceptors (Sheperdson, 1959) and 
nondeterministic l near bounded acceptors (Ginsburg and Rose, 1966). 
On the other hand, endmarkers cannot be eliminated from two-way push- 
down acceptors (Gray et al., 1967). 
In the present paper, we eliminate one endmarker f om two-way stack 
acceptors. Elsewhere (Hopcroft and Ullman, in preparation), it is shown 
that both endmarkers cannot be eliminated. We also note that both end~ 
markers in deterministic linear bounded acceptors can be eliminated. 
1. STACK ACCEPTORS 
We first consider the elimination of endmarkers in stack acceptors. 
Intuitively, a stack is a pushdown store with the added capability that 
the interior of the store can be read without being changed. Stack ac- 
ceptors are of interest under both "one-way" and "two-way" input 
motion. It is known (Ginsburg et al., 1967b; Hopcroft and Ullman, to 
appear) that endmarkers can be eliminated when the input motion is 
one-way. In this section we show that either one of the two endmarkers 
can be eliminated from a two-way stack acceptor. In (Hopcroft and 
Ullman, in preparation), it is sho~-n that both cannot be. 
We first recall some concepts about stack acceptors. 
DEFINITION. A stack acceptor (abbreviated sa) is a 9-tuple A = (K, ~, 
~, $, F, ~, q0, Z0, F), where 
(i) K is a finite nonempty set (of states). 
(ii) 2~ is a finite nonempty set (of inputs). 
(iii) ~ and $ are two symbols not in Z (the left and right endmarlc- 
ers, for the input. 
(iv) 1 ~ is a finite nonempty set (of stack symbols). 
(v) Z0 is in r (the initial stack symbol). 
(vi) ~ is a function from K × (~ [J {~, $} ) × r into the family of 
finite subsets of { - 1, 0, 1 } × K × { - 1, 0, 1 } × r* ~ satisfying the follow- 
ing condition: For each w in r*, (d, q', e, w) in ~(q, a, Z) and w ~ Z 
imply e = 0. 
(vii) q0 is in K (the start state). 
(viii) F ~ K (the set of final states). 
We shall also be concerned with the case when A is "deterministic". 
1 For  sets  X and  Y of words,  XY = Ixy /x  in X ,  y in Y}, where xy  is  the  con- 
ca tenat ion  of x and  y. Le t  X ° = le}, where e is the  empty  word. For  i _> 0, let  
X ~+1 = X~X and X*  = I J~0  X~. 
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DEFINITION. A stack acceptor A = (K ,  ~, ¢, $, r ,  ~, qo, Zo,  F )  is 
deterministic if ~ is a function from K X (~ U { ~, $} ) X r into { - 1, 0,1} 
× K X { -1 ,  0, 1} X r* such that for each (q, a, Z) in K X 
(~ U {~, $}) x r 
(a) if ~(q, a, Z) = (d, qP, e, w) and w ~ Z, then e = 0. 
(fl) if ~(q, a, Z0) = (d, q', e, y), then y = Zow for some w in r*. 
DEFINITION. A (deterministic) sa is nonerasing if (d, q', e, w) in 
~(q, a, Z) implies w ~ e. 
The reader is referred to (Ginsburg et al., 1967a) for a more lengthy 
• 2 and intuitive description of the formalism of stack acceptors. 
We next describe the "complete state" of an sa. 
DEFINITION. An instantaneous description (abbreviated ID  ) of an sa A 
is any element of K X (E U {¢, $, I})* X (1 ~ U {1} )*, where I i sa  symbol 
not in ~ U {¢, $} and 1 is a symbol not in r.  
The ID  (q, as . . .  at-1 I as . . "  ak , Z~ . . .  Z j  ~ Zj+I . . .  Zz) denotes the 
fact that A is at state q, with as . . -  ak the input and Z~ . . .  Z~ on the 
stack, scanning at and Zj.  
Next we define a relation which reflects the basic moves of A. 
DEFINITION. Given an sa A = ( K ,  Z, ~, $, F, ~, qo , Zo , F ) ,  let F- be a 
relation defined on the ID  as follows: Let k, 1 _ 1; as, . . -  , ak in 
U {¢, $};ak+~ = e; y in  r*; andZ~, . . .  , Z~, Z in  F. 
(1) If ~(q, a~, Zj) contains (d, q', e, Z~-), where 1 _< i _< /~ and 
1 <_ j _< 1 satisfy the following conditions: (i) d >_ 0 if i=  1, (ii) e _> 0 
if j = 1, and (iii) e _ 0 if j = l; then (q, a l . . .  I a t - . .ak ,  
Z1 .- .  Z~.I "'" Z~) [- (q', al --. 1 a~+d . . .  ak+l, Z1 . . .  Z~+~ 1 "'" Z~). 
(2) If ~(q, at ,  Z) contains (d, q', 0, w) and 1 _< i _< ]c satisfies 
(i) above, then 
(q, al . . . ~ at . . . ak , yZ  ~) ~ (q', as . . .  I at+~ " " ak+l , yw 1). 
Let P- * be the reflexive-transitive closure of t-. 
Note that A "blocks" if it tries to write in the interior of the stack. 
Lastly, we define when a word is "accepted". 
DEFINITION. A word x in ~* is accepted by an sa A if 
(qo, I¢x$, Zol) f-* (q, ~z$I, w~lw~) 
We differ trivially from the terminology in (Ginsburg et al . ,  1967b). Here we 
use sa  and deterministic sa  for the nondeterministic and deterministic devices, 
respectively. In (Ginsburg et a l . ,  1967b), nondeterministic sa  ~nd sa  are used for 
the nondeterministic and deterministic devices respectively. 
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for some q in F and wl :, w~ in F*. The set of words accepted by A is de- 
noted by T(A) ,  
Additional concepts uch as a (deterministic) sa with only a right end- 
marker are needed. We dispense with the obvious formal definitions and 
proceed irectly to the main theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. For each (deterministic) (nonerasing) sa A with end- 
markers, 3 there is a (deterministic) (nonerasing) sa B having only one 
endmar~er such that T( B ) = T( A ). Moreover, B is effectively cons truetable 
from A. 
Proof. We shall discuss the case when A is a deterministic (nonerasing) 
sa, a trivial modification holding if A is nondeterministic. We shall only 
treat the situation when the left endmarker is to be eliminated. For elim- 
ination of the right endmarker, there is a suitable modification of our 
construction which is based on the estimation procedure of Section 2 
and which makes use of the fact that each sa is equivalent to a "halt- 
ing" sa (Ullman, submitted for publication). 
The intuitive idea of the construction is as follows. Let ~x$ be the 
input to A. The new machine B will have as its stack an encoded version 
of the stack of A. Essentially, each symbol of A's stack is encoded as a 
block (of length 4I ~x$ [). In particular, if the stack of A is Z~I  .-- Z~, 
then the stack of B is Zo, ZoEoZoE1Z1E~... EkZ~, where Z0, is the 
initial stack symbol of B and the E~ are encoded blocks of length [ x$ ]. 
We may assume without loss of generality that A performs only one 
action at each move. It  is easy to see that B can write Zo,ZoEoZo n the 
stack and recover its original position on the input. Now, we must argue 
that B can simulate very atomic move of A. This is easy to see if A per- 
forms an "erase move," or changes tate, or changes the topmost stack 
symbol from Z to Y, or A moves up or down the stack, or A moves right 
on the input. There are only two difficult cases, which are 
(i) A adds a new symbol to the stack. 
(ii) A moves left on the input. 
The essence of (i) is the creation of blocks E~, for i = 1, -.- . These 
are constructed by using the distance of the input head from the lone 
endmarker to measure the length of Ei_l.  When this operation is carried 
out, the original ocation of A's input head is lost. Thus, E~ must consist 
of two blocks using different symbols. The length of the lower block is 
The phrase "with endmarkers," while superfluous, is added for contrast. 
4 For each word w, I w [ denotes its length. 
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equal to the distance between A's input head and the endmarker. The 
upper block is sufficiently long so that [E~ 1 = [ x$ [. 
To accomplish (ii), one must check if A was on the left most symbol 
from Z. If so, B does not move but records this fact in its state and simu- 
lates A on ~. Otherwise, B measures the distance to the endmarker 
against the stack. This determines if a move left will take B to the 
leftmost symbol. This fact is recorded in B's state and B recovers its 
original stack position and the new input position. 
A formal proof of the result now follows. The reader who is not in- 
terested in the details can follow the explanation of each part and need 
not read the "machine instructions." 
Let A = (K, ~, ~, $, F, 3A , qo, Zo, F) be a deterministic (nonerasing) 
sa with endmarkers. To simplify the argument, we shall make certain 
assumptions about A. From the definition of I-, we may assume that 
d _> 0 if ~(q,  ~, Z) = (d, q', e, w). We may also assume that 
T(A)  c ~4~.. [Otherwise, let R = T(A)  n (Ui<3~). R is finite and 
can be effectively calculated from A, (Ginsburg et al., 1967a). Let A'  be 
a deterministic (nonerasing) sa such that T(A ' )  = T (A)  -- R. Clearly 
A' can be effectively constructed. Using the construction of this theorem, 
a deterministic (nonerasing) sa without left endmarker B' can be effec- 
tively found such that T(B  t) = T(Ar).  Using well-known techniques, a 
deterministic (nonerasing) sa without left endmarker B can be effec- 
tively found such that T(B)  = T(A ' )  U R.] Finally, we may also assume 
that for each (q, a, Z) hi K X (~ U {~, $}) X r 
t 
(a) ~(q,  a, Z) = (d, q, e, w) and d ~ 0 implye = 0 and w = Z. 
(~) ~A(q,a,Z) = (d ,q ' ,e ,w)  ande ~0 implyd  = 0. 
('y) ~A(q,a,Z)  = (d, q', e, w) andw ~ Z imply [wl < 2 and 
d=e=0.  
[Otherwise, we may always add, in an obvious manner, additional states 
to arrive at another deterministic (nonerasing) sa, accepting exactly 
T(A) ,  which satisfies (a), (f~), and (~).] 
(a) means that no moves are made on the stack if A moves the input. 
(f~) means that no move is made on the input if A moves on the stack. 
(~/) means that the length of the stack is never changed by more than 
one in each move. 
Let qoB , f, po, pl , p2, p3, ZoB , W, W', and W + be new symbols. Let 
C = {9!, 0, 1}. Let B = (KB, ~, $, I~B, 3, q0~, Z0,, F~) be the deter- 
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ministic (nonerasing) sa without left endmarker, where 
KB = {qoB,f, p~/0 ___ i ___ 3} U (C X K X {~, -1 ,  1}) 
U({i/O < i<  15} X CX KX 1 ~) 
U({¢ , i /0< i<  4} XK)  U({0, 1} X {0,1,2} XK) ,  
FB = 1 ~ U {zo., W, W', W+}, FB = ({ 1} X F),  and 8 is defined as follows 
for all (q, a, Z, U, V) in K X Z U {¢, $} X r X {W, W +} X r :  
(1) For a ~ ¢,$, 
~(qoB , a, g0B) = (1, qoB, o, Zo,ZoW), 
~(qoB, a, W) = (1, qos, O, WW), ~nd 
~(qoB , $, w)  = (o, po, o, wwzo) .  
By (1), B writes Zo~ZoWI~IZo onits stack, where ¢x$ is the input to A. 
That is, 
(qo. , I x$, ZoB l) ~-.* (po , x I ~, ZoBZoW~JZo 1). 
(2a) For each b in ~ U {$}, 
~(po, S, Zo) = (o, po, -1 ,  Zo), 
~(p0, $, w)  = (o, p l ,  -1 ,  w) ,  
8(p~, b, W) = ( -1 ,  p~, -1 ,  W), 
~(p~, b, Zo) = (0, p~, 0, Zo). 
and 
By (2a), B repositions the input and the stack by moving left simul- 
taneously on the input and the stack. That is, 
(po , x I $, ZoBZoWF~Zo l) ~B* (p~ , I X$, Zo~Zo I Wt~*~Zo). 
(2b) For a ~ ¢, 
8(p2, a, go) = (0, pa, 1, Zo), 
8(ps, a, W) = (0, p~, 1, W), and 
~(ps, a, go) = (o, (~, qo), o, go). 
By (2b), B goes to the right end of the stack and enters tate s (~, q0). 
A state of the form (i, q), i = ¢, 0, or 1, indicates that B "remembers" the 
state q of A and whether A is operating on ¢ (if i = ~), the leftmost input of ~ (if 
i = 0), or some other input (if i = 1). 
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That is, 
@2, F x~, ZoBZo 1 wJ~S~Zo) ~-B* ( (~, qo), I x$, ZoBZoW~'Zo 1). 
Foreacha, letHa-- ({0,1} X ({a} N (Z[3{$})) U (({¢} [7[a}) XZ).  
(3) If 8A(q, a, Z) = (0, q', 0, e), then, for (i, b) in Ha ,6 
8((i, q), b, Z) = (0, (i, q', E), 0, e), 
8((i, q', ¢), b, U) = (0, (i, q', ~), 0, ~), and 
8((i, q', ~), b, V) = (0, (i, q'), 0, V). 
By (3) if A erases a symbol, then B erases all symbols until the next 
element of r is read. Specifically, 
( (i, q), xl Ix25, aV~Z1) F-,* ( (i, q'), xl r x~$, aV1), 
where -/is in [W, W +} * and xlx2 = x. 
(4) If 8~(q, a, Z) = (0, q', 0, Y), Y in F, then, for (i, b) in Ha, 
8((i, q), b, Z) = (0, (i, q'), 0, Y). 
By (4), if A makes a simple change of state and stack symbol, then B 
does likewise. 
(5) If 8~(q, 8, Z) = (0, q', O, XY) ,  with X and Y in r, then 
(a) 8((1, q), $, Z) = (0, (0, 1, q', Y), O, X) ,  
8((0, 1, q', Y), $, X) = (0, (1, 1, q', Y), --1, X), and 
8((1, 1, q', Y), $, U) = (0, (2, 1, q', r ) ,  -1 ,  U). 
By (5a), B changes Z to X and moves left two squares on the stack. 
(b) for each b in Z U {$}, 
8((2, 1, q', Y), b, U) = ( -1 ,  (2, 1, q', Y), -1 ,  U) and 
8((2, 1, q', Y), b, V) = (0, (3, 1, q', Y), 1, V). 
By (5b), B moves left simultaneously onthe stack and the input until 
it reaches a symbol in F, at which time it moves right one symbol on the 
stack. Thus B arrives at ID ( (3, 1, q', Y), ~ x$, aVW~ 1 ~X), where 7 is 
in {W, W+} I~1 and W1 is in {W, W+}. 
8 Thus  if i --- 0 or 1, B operates  only  when b = a. I f  i = ¢ (i.e., B is s imu la t ing  
A on ¢), then  B operates  under  any  symbo l  in ~. 
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(c) for c in Z, 
8((3, 1, q', 
~((3, 1, q', 
8((4, 1, q', 
8((4, 1, q', 
Y), c, U) = (0, (3, 1, q', Y), 1, U), 
Y), c, X) = (1, (4, 1, q', Y), O, XW),  
Y), c, W) = (1, (4, 1, q', Y), O, WW), 
r) ,  $, w)  = (o, (i, q'), o, wwY) .  
and 
By (5c), B returns to the right end of the stack. Then B advances the 
input to $ while writing WI~JY on the stack, and ends in ID ((i, q'), 
x r $, aV'yXWI~IY1). 
(6) If ~.~(q, a, Z) -~. (0, q', O, XY) ,  with X and Y in 1 ~ and a ~ $, 
then, for (i, b) in Ha, 
(a) 8((i, q), b, Z) = (1, (5, i, q', Y), O, X). 
By (6a), B changes Z to X and moves one symbol right on the input. 
That is, 
((i, q), zlrbx2'$, ~Z1) ~ ((5, i, q', Y), abFx/$, ~X1). 
(b) for c in ~ and U' in {W, X}, 
8((5, i, q', Y), c, X) = (1, (5, i, q', Y), O, XW),  
~((5, i, q', Y), c, W) = (1, (5, i, q', Y), O, WW), and 
8((5, i, q', Y), $, U') = (0, (6, i, q', Y), O, W+W'). 7 
By (6b), B advances to $, simultaneously writing Wz':'IW+W ', and 
ends in ID (6, i, q', Y), x~bx2' ~$, aXWt*~'IW+W ~ 1)- 
(c) for ~ in {~, 0}, 
8((6, i, q', Y), $, W') = (0, (13, i, q', Y), O, WY).  
If B was reading the first symbol of the input, then it has already 
written a block of length [x$ ]. By (6c), B completes this phase by re- 
placing W r with WY and going to the state which will reposition the 
input. 
7 The symbol W' is used to mark the right end of the stack while B determines 
if a block of length I x$ I has been written. The symbol W + is to enable B to re- 
cover its input position after writing a word in X {X, W+} I~$1Y. 
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(d) for c in 2J O {8}, 
6((6, 1, q', Y), $, W') = (0, (6, l, q', Y), -1 ,  W'), 
~((6, 1, q', Y), c, U) = ( -1 ,  (6, 1, q', Y), -1 ,  U), and 
~((6, 1, q', Y), c, X) = (0, (7, 1, q', Y), -1 ,  X). 
By (6d), 
((6, i, q', Y), x I  8 , aX~W' l )  ~-,* ((7, 1, q', Y), xa {x45, a lX '~W') ,  
where I x4 1 = ] "~W' I, x~x4 = x, and xa ~ e. When first applicable in the 
cycle, x4 = bx2' and ~ = W Ix~'tW+. Later, (6d) becomes applicable by 
(6g). 
(e) for c in ~, 
~((7, 1, q', Y), c, U) = (0, (7, 1, q', Y), -1 ,  U), 
~((7, 1, q', Y), c, V) = (0, (8, 1, q', Y), 1, V), and 
~((8, 1, q', Y), c, U) = (0, (9, 1, q', Y), 1, U). 
By (6e), 
((7, 1, q', Y), x31 x4S, ,~l vwxw~/31 X,yW') 
[-,* ( (9, 1, q', Y), x~ I x45, oqVW1W2 ]/3X'IW'), 
where W1 and W2 are in {W, W +} and/3 is in {W, W+} I~*1-1. Since 
Ix, Sl < t/31 + L 
(f) for c in Z, 
6((9, 1, q', Y), c, U) = (1, (9, 1, q', Y), 1, U) and 
~((9, 1, q', Y), $, U) = (0, (10, 1, q', Y), 1, U). 
By (6f), 
( (9, ~, q', g), x~ I z4$, oqVW, W~ 1/3X~W') 
~,*  ((10, 1, q', Y), x~x4 1 $, aIVW~W2/3a 1/32~W'), 
where/31fl2 = fiX and I fll ! = I x4 ] -{- 1. 
Two cases now arise, depending on whether or not fl~ ends in X. 
(g) for U' in r 13 {W, W+}, 
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6((10,1, q' ,Y),$, U) = (O,(11,1, q', Y), l, U), 
6((11, 1, q', Y), $, U') = (0, (11, 1, q', Y), 1, U'), and 
6((11, 1, q', Y), $, W') = (0, (6, 1, q', Y), O, WW'). 
By (6g), B moves to the right end of the stack, replaces W' with WW p, 
and returns to the cycle via (6d). 
(h) for U' in r U {W, W+}, 
6((!0, 1, q',Y), $, X) = (0, (12, 1, q', Y), 1, X), 
6((12, 1, q',Y),$, U') = (0, (12, 1, q', Y), 1, U'), and 
~((12,1, q',Y),$,W') = (0, (13, 1, q', Y),O, WWY). 
By (6h), B goes to the right end of the stack, replaces W r with WWY, 
and ends in ID ( ( 13, 1, q,, y), x I $, aX3'Y 1 ), where fir is in { W, W +} I-sr 
(i) for U' in {W, Y} and c in ~, 
~((13, i, q', Y), $, V r) = (0, (13, i, q', Y), -1 ,  V'), s 
6((13, i, q', Y), $, W +) -- ( -1 ,  (14, i, q', Y), -1,  W+), 
~((14, i ,q',Y),c,W) = (-1,(14, i, qr, y ) , -1 ,  W), and 
6((14, i ,q r, Y) ,c ,X)  = (0,(15, i ,q r, Y), 1, X). 
By (6i), B searches for W +. Afterward, it simultaneously moves left 
on the input and the stack until X is reached, thereby repositioning B on 
the input. B ends in ID 
((15, i, q', Y), x,~ bx2', aXW31SY),  
where W~ is in {W, W +} and/~" is in {W, W+} l~I*2r. 
('j) 6((15, i,~q ', Y),b, U) = (0, (15, i,q'2Y), 1, U) and 
6((15, ¢, q,, y),  b, Y) --- (0, (i, q'), 0, Y). 
By (6j), B goes to the right end of the stack, ending in 
ID ( (i, q'), xl I x25, aX~'Y 1 ). 
(7) If ~(q, a, Z) = (0, q', e, Z), with e ~ 0, then, for (i, b) in H~, 
~((i, q), b, Z) = (0, (i, q', e), e, Z), 
6((i, q', e), b, U) = (0, (i, q', e), e, 'U), and 
~((i, qr, e),b, V) = (O, (i, qr),O, V). 
8 Since this  s ta te  can also be reached by (6c), i = ~ and i = 0 are al lowed. 
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By (7) B moves left or right on the stack to thenext symbol of F. 
(8) ! H 5~(q, a, Z) = (1, q', 0, Z), with a ~ ~, then, for (i, b) in Ha, 
8((i ,q),b,Z) = (1, (1, q ' ) ,o , z ) .  
By (8), B moves right on an input from Z U {$} whenever A does. 
. . . .  : • , , 
(9) -if 8~(q, ~, Z) --- (1, q',O, Z), then, for each c in.zi . : 
8((¢, q), c, z)  = (o, (0, q'), o, z).  
By (9), if A moves right from ~, then B records this fact in its state 
but does not move its input. 
(10) If 8~(q, a, Z) = ( -1 ,  q', 0, Z), then, for each b in ~ U [$}, 
(a) 8((0, q), a, Z) = (0, (¢, q'), O, Z). 
By (10a):, if A moves left from the first symbol to the right of ¢, then 
B changes from (0, q) to (¢, q') without moving the input. 
(b) 8((1, q), a, Z) = (0, (2, q'), --1, Z) and 
8((2, q'), a, U) = (0, (3, q'), -1 ,  U). 
By (10b), B moves left two symbols on the stack. That is, 
( ( 1, q), xl ~ x~$, o~XflWIW2Z 1 ~) I-B* ( (3, q'), xx I x25, aX~W~ ] W2Z'y), 
where W1 and V~: are in {W, W +} and B is in {W, W+} I*~*~l-1 
(e) for c in ~, 
~((3, q'), c, U) = (1, (3, q'), -1 ,  U) and 
8((3, q'), $, U) = (0, (4, q'), -1 ,  U). 
By (10c), B simultaneously moves right on the input and left on the 
stack until $ is reached. Then B moves left one more symbol on the stack. 
Two alternatives now arise according to whether B is or is not reading 
a symbol from F. 
(d) 8((4, q'), $, V) = (0, (0, 0, q'), 0, V) and 
8((4, q'), $, U) = (0, (1, 0, q'), 0, U). 
If the stack symbol read is from 1 ~, then at the conclusion of (10), B 
will be in state (0, q'), since B started at the input symbol next to the 
leftmost input symbol. Otherwise, B will be in state (1, q'). 
(e) for ( i , j )  in {0, 1} X {0, 1} and U' in F [3 {W, W+}, 
8((i, j ,  q'), $, U') = (0, ( i , j  + 1, q'), 1, V'). 
By (10e), B moves right two symbols on the stack. 
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(f) for i in  {0, 1} and c inZ  (J {$}, 
~((i, 2, q'), c, U) --- ( -1 ,  (i, 2, q'), 1, U) and 
2, q'), c, z )  = (o, (i, q'), o, z ) .  
By (10f), B simultaneously moves left on the input and right on the 
stack until Z is reached, ending in ID ( ( i, qP), xl p I ax2$, aX~W1W, Z J "r), 
! 
where xl = Xl a. 
(11) For aU other (p, c, Y) inKB X (Z U {$}) X 1~, 
~(p, c, Y) --- (1,f, 0, Z). 
By (11), B goes to the "dead" state in all other cases. 
By virtue of the assumptions on A, the sa B simulates each atomic 
move of A. A formal proof that T(B)  = T (A)  is similar to the intuitive 
description given in the construction and is omitted. 
2. DETERMINISTIC LINEAR BOUNDED ACCEPTORS 
In this section, we eliminate ndmarkers from deterministic linear 
bounded accepters (lba). (Endmarkers inthe nondeterministie case were 
eliminated in Ginsburg and Rose, 1966.) While this result seems to be 
kno~-a to a number of people, no proof has been published. In view of 
this, we merely sketch the argument instead of giving all the details. 
We assume the reader understands the concept of lba, lba with no left 
endmarker, etc. 
THEORE~ 2.1. For each deterministic lba A with endmarkers, there is a 
deterministic lba B without endmarkers such that T(B)  = T( A ). More- 
over, B is effectively constructable from A. 
Proof. As noted in (Kur0da, 1964), there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that A has no left endmarker. Thus let A be a deterministic 
Iba without left endmarker, $ being the right endmarker. Let B be an 
lba without endmarkers which functions as follows: 
In a deterministic manner, B divides an initial subword 9 w of its input 
(which has no endmarkers) into five channels. The first channel always 
contains the original initial subword of the input. Channel two is used to 
record the changes A makes in processing w$. Channel three is used to 
mark the leftmost symbol of w. Channel four contains a pointer to the 
estimated length of the input, i.e., to the rightmost symbol of w. Channel 
u is an initial subword of v if v = uy for some word y. 
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five has a counter to determine if A is in a loop when it is operating on 
w$. 
More precisely, B first assumes that A is reading a word of length 
one, i.e., ] w I = 1. B reading w simulates A reading w$. I f  A moves right 
on $, then B moves right from the rightmost symbol of w. I f  there is no 
further input symbol for B, then the estimation of w for the input of B is 
correct and B accepts if and only if A accepts. Hence here B correctly 
simulates A. I f  there is another input symbol for B, then B has estimated 
incorrectly. I t  goes back and starts again with the assumption that the 
input to B is one symbol longer, and the process is repeated. I t  could 
happen that A goes into an infinite loop on some initial subword of w$. 
To get out of such a loop, B uses the counter in channel five to record the 
number of steps in A. I f  the number of steps exceeds the counter size, 
then B does not accept but tries to add one symbol more to the estimated 
length and start the process again/° In this way B simulates A, so that 
T(B)  = T (A) .  
RECEIVED : December 26, 1967; revised March 4, 1968. 
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